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Archery has gone
through many phases.
The “need for speed”

has long been a dominating
factor in bow set-up and
design, the driving force in
equipment innovation.  The
curving trajectory of even the
most current bow and arrow
technology and the problems it
poses to bowhunting and com-
petitive 3-D target shooting –
judging range, clearing over-
head obstacles, the blight of
string jumping game – mean
many archers are always look-
ing for a faster rig.  

Today’s compound bow
technology has delivered to
that end, and while some want
still more speed the fact
remains that the latest bow
designs give the brunt of
today’s bowhunters all the
speed they need, or more
pointedly, can accurately han-
dle.  With the speed factor temporar-
ily at an apex, archers have begun to
look to bow silence, to vibration con-
trol, as the new benchmark of equip-
ment perfection.  This is easily
observed via the plethora of after-
market silencing products that have
begun to proliferate the archery
industry.  Names like LimbSaver,
BowJax and Doinker – to name only a
very few – have become huge names
in archery circles.

It didn’t take bow manufacturers
long to join the revolution.  I’d be safe
to assume that as much engineering
energy goes into making today’s
compound bows quieter – more
vibration free — as does to making
them ever faster.  While yesterday’s
quietest bows certainly were not
accidental happenstance, neither

was silence and vibration control
given top priority.  It’s easy to see that
has changed.  Every major manufac-
ture seems to deploy a new limb-
pocket design every season, limb
angles become more parallel each
year, riser appearance has changed
dramatically, key companies are con-
tinually installing something not
seen before in way of taming the
twang, and most new bows now
come with vibration-control acces-
sories installed at the factory.  It’s not
uncommon today to find a bow
hunting-silent right out of the box.

How do manufacturers accom-
plish this?  That’s what Arrow Trade
set out to discover, allowing leading
manufacturers to share some of their
design secrets that make the newest
bow models quieter.

Alpine Archery
Alpine Archery’s Director of

Marketing, Vince Kite, immedi-
ately points to the Silverado
Match Grade as an example of
what the company is accom-
plishing in way of silencing their
top bow models.  The 4.2-pound
Silverado includes a 32-inch
axle-to-axle length and 7.25-inch
brace height.  It is powered by the
all-new Velocitec Cam to IBO
speeds of 325 fps; a hybrid sys-
tem with dual payout groves to
stabilize cam lean and synchro-
nize both cams throughout the
draw cycle.  This eliminates tim-
ing issues and makes the bow
easy to tune.  Match Grade indi-
cates integrated accessories,
sights, rest and stabilizer engi-
neered specifically for Alpine
bows and including seamless
mounting systems.

“When talking strictly about
noise,” says Kite, “there are two

key ingredients to this bow.  A lot of it
has to do with the riser.  It’s a modu-
lar design that’s very strong struc-
turally.  A stronger riser means less
vibration.  The other major factor is
the cam system.  The way it’s
designed and the yoke system it uses
create a well-balanced system that
simply shoots quietly.  More to the
point, there’s so much tension on the
string and cables that there’s little
oscillation or vibration after release.
You release and it just comes tight,
deadening the shot.  It would be safe
to say this is 80 percent of the reason
this bow is so quiet.  The system is
basically a two-cam transformed
into a hybrid cam that, in a nutshell,
creates incredible static tension.

“Add to those factors limb and
string silencers, and integrated

Here’s What It Takes To

Alpine’s Promotions Manager, Vince Kite, says the
rugged modular riser and new cam design contribute
greatly to making the new Silverado extremely quiet.
See copy for more details.
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vibration dampeners built
right into the riser.  They also
help deaden everything.  This
is standard issue on every
Alpine model.  You shoot the
Silverado and it’s so smooth,
so free of vibrations, it’s hard
to believe how fast it is until
you look at the chronograph.
You just don’t feel anything in
your hand after release.

“Of course, the bow has
(split) limbs that are situated
past parallel, which makes
any bow quieter.  Match
Grade integrated accessories
also help somewhat.  Because
accessories are built right
into the riser they eliminate a
lot of flex and vibrations cre-
ated by add-on accessories.    

“Also worth mentioning is
the new Saber, a bow we’ve
come out with since ATA.  It
has a longer 35-inch axle-axle
length, but has the same
speed and shooting charac-
teristics of the shorter
Silverado.”

Archery Research (AR)
The AR Velocity was new

in 2006, but is back and better
than ever, remaining one of
the company’s fastest, and quietest,
hunting bows.  The bow includes a
refined version of the company’s
fastest, smoothest Ram Plus single-
cam system, 8 ¼-inch brace height
and an advertised IBO speed of 312
to 320 fps.  It weighs a feather-light
3.9 pounds.

Blake Shelby, Marketing Director
for Archery Research (also Browning
and Precision Shooting
Equipment/PSE) says, “The Velocity
includes a laid-back limb design;

super-strong 9-inch limbs held on a
long AR riser to flex past parallel at
full draw.  The short limbs offer a
very quick settling time, held on our
unique honeycomb riser that directs
noise and vibrations down the riser
where they are quickly dampened by
11 integrated vibration dampeners
found under the limb pockets and at
the limb tips where most shot noise
originates.  Factory-installed String
Chubs are also part of the silencing
package.”              

Browning Archery
The name Mirage says it

all.  This 4.1-pound bow has
been made for a number of
years and continues to be a
hot seller due to a high degree
of shootability, and a super-
quiet nature.  For 2007 the
Mirage received a complete
overhaul to make it even
sweeter.  The bow’s 80- to 65-
percent let-off  Trance Cam
and asymmetric idler single-
cam system permits 6 full
inches of draw-length adjust-
ment (without a bow press)
and propels arrows to a solid
315 fps IBO speed.  It includes
a 7 11/16 brace height in a
compact 29-inch package.

Marketing Director Blake
Shelby gives the skinny on the
Mirage: “Parallel limbs first
and foremost make this bow
exceptionally quiet, but also
the strength of the limbs.
These are some of the
strongest limbs in the indus-
try.  Parallel limb geometry
negates forward bow jump
and eliminates limb vibra-
tions.  A super-strong limb
construction also creates

faster settling time after the shot,
giving them less time to create shot
noise.  

“The new Hyperlite Unibody
open pocket system also makes the
bow quieter than before, a system
giving limbs greater support and
incorporating a lot of rubber to
cushion the limb and absorb shot
vibrations.”

The Mirage also includes factory-
installed String Chubs string
silencers.   

Make A Really Quiet Bow
By Pat Meitin

PSE founder, owner and world-renowned bowhunter, Pete
Sheppley has plenty to be proud of regarding the new X
Force HF. This bow is smoking fast, yet one of the company’s
quietest.



Bear Archery
Dan Massimillo, Archery

Promotions Manager for Bear
Archery, knows a thing or two about
bow silence.  Dan has taken a couple
Boone & Crockett whitetail in recent
years and continues to pursue hard-
core bowhunting experiences.  He
immediately grabs The Truth by Fred
Bear Archery when asked to choose
the company’s quietest bow.  Cross
promoted through Primos Hunting
Calls, The Truth advertises 314 fps
IBO speeds from the new 80-percent
let-off Elliptical single-came system.
The 33-inch bow includes a 7-inch
brace height.   

Massimillo says the first thing he
would credit to the bow’s quiet
nature is its parallel split limbs, what
Bear calls “beyond parallel” because
they flex inside parallel parameters
when at full draw.  This creates a
pleasant release completely free of
vibrations.  “This bow is also
absolutely covered with vibration
dampeners,” says Massimillo.
“There are eight Sims (Vibration

Laboratory) silencers strategically
placed around the bow to reduce
shot noise and vibrations; including
String Leeches, LimbSaver limb
silencers, and vibration nodes at
each side of the riser behind the limb
pockets.  It even includes a Sims
Teflon cable slide.  The limbs are
locked in pivoting machined-alu-
minum pockets that have worked for
us for years, completely lined in
vibration-dampening material.”          

Pearson Archery
Pearson has continued to crank

out highly-innovative bow models,
bows that are not only fast, but quiet.
Dale Faust, Regional Sales Manager
for Ben Pearson, chooses the all-new
Z-34 as this year’s quietest bow from
the Pearson lineup.  It is fueled by an
all-new Z-7 single-cam, incorporat-
ed into a 34-inch draw length and 7
¼-inch brace height.  Faust says
speeds of 292 to 325 fps are obtain-
able with this bow.

Faust elaborates on what makes
a bow quiet.  “Shot noise can be
attributed to the following things: 1.
String vibration.  2. Limb angle.  3.
Axle-to-axle length.  4. Loose or
faulty cams, bearings, washers, spac-
ers, bolts, etc.  5. Riser material and

thickness.  6.  String material.  And 7.
Bow timing or tuning.  These are a
few of the most common noise mak-
ers.  

“With these aspects in mind, the
Z-34 — and Z-32 — are quiet
because of these factors: 1. Stone
Mountain pre-stretched Dakota
strings along with factory-installed
string dampeners reduce oscillation.
2. Limb angle is 40 degrees verses 27
degrees which is standard in the
industry.  When the limb or pocket
angle is 40 degrees the bow acts like
a rifle with a muzzle brake.  When the
bow is drawn the limbs go past par-
allel and on the return after release
the limb tips never make is past
approximately 37 degrees, which in
turn directs the feeling of the bow up
and down instead of forward.  Bows
with a 27-degree angle will actually
move forward in the hand on release.
3. Teflon-coated cams add to the
silencing of all Pearson models
because it’s a coating instead of a
color.  With each coating the sound is
dampened even more.  4. Riser
material is 6061 aluminum, which is
considered to be the best in the
industry.  5. The Z series bows are
single-cam models and once tuned
they seldom need any maintenance.
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PHOTO LEFT: Pearson representative Robert Blackburn said the
company’s quietest bow is a toss-up between the Z-32 and Z-34,
but ultimately choose the later.

BELOW: BowTech founder and owner John Strasheim is extremely
proud of the new Center Pivot riser, found on Guardian and
Commander models, the latter shown here.
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6. BowJax limb and string silencing
systems (installed at the factory and
standard on all models) aid greatly in
the reduction of noise through string
and limb vibration.  7. Each riser
comes double dipped from Tarjac
industries to create a thicker coating,
which reduces vibration more than a
model that has been only single
dipped.”         

BowTech
Jim Velazquez has been in

archery as long as anyone in the
industry, now in charge of Media
Relations for BowTech and Diamond
Archery.  BowTech is always on the
cutting edge of innovation, so it is no
surprise that it is something novel
that makes this year’s newest
BowTech models quieter than ever.
The Guardian and Commander are
those bows for 2007, both including
a completely new vision in riser
design, Center Pivot, but also an
improved version of the company’s
CenterTrac Binary Cam system.  This
system assures no cam lean and
absolutely level nock travel.  The
Guardian is short and fleet.  At 33
inches axle-to-axle it produces 320
to 328 fps IBO speeds from a 7 ¼-
inch brace height.  The Commander
is a longer 37 ¼-inch long, with an
advertised IBO speed of 310 to 318
fps via a 7 ¾-inch brace height.

“The New Guardian and
Commander bow models,” says
Velazquez, “include the completely-
new and highly unique Center Pivot
riser design.  Conventional bow
limbs are attached – or supported —
in two places; the limb pocket and
the axles.  This creates a spring-
board effect that transfers vibrations
into the riser to create more shot
noise.  BowTech’s Center Pivot
design riser secures the limbs in two
places on the riser, in addition to the
axles, creating a limb-flex configura-
tion similar to a rainbow.  With this
design, the cams are required to
push far less mass weight (the limbs)
and travel less distance, which in
turn minimizes limb movement and
vibration at the shot.  The system is
so efficient we were able to remove
our Wild Things limb silencers with-
out ill effect.”

BowTech models also include
forged/fully-machined risers for
superior straightness and strength to
reduce torque and vibrations, plus
all BowTech bows come from the
factory with full Hush Kit dampen-
ing accessories.  On these new mod-
els, as mentioned, this includes only
cable-guard and string/cable
silencers. 

Diamond Archery 
The Diamond Black Ice benefits

from advanced BowTech technology,
utilizing highly-efficient 12-inch, 53-
degree beyond-parallel limbs and
optimized center-cam mass place-
ment.  The design minimizes hand
shock and noise.  The Black Ice 4-inch
Pinnacle Cam is extra-smooth and
includes a tunable valley, while the
advanced riser design helps to reduce
torque and add stability for increased
accuracy.  The 3.6-pound bow sports
a 31 3/4-inch bow axle-to-axle length
and 7 1/2-inch brace height.  It spits
out arrows at 309 to 317 fps IBO.   

Velazquez continues: “The
Diamond Black Ice sports 53-degree
beyond-parallel
limb deflection
for Center Cam
mass placement
and vibration
and noise reduc-
tion.  The system
transfers energy
up and down to
transfer a higher
percentage of
stored energy to
the arrow, not
the riser or
shooting hand.
This design
equates to zero
hand shock and
zero noise.”

D i a m o n d
bows also
include factory-
i n s t a l l e d
Diamond Hush
Kits; covering
limbs, cable
guard and
string/cables.   

High Country Archery
Long known for extremely fast

and ultra quiet bows, HCA’s brand-
new Stiletto 380 takes both of those
features to new heights.  Most
notably, this is a super-speed bow
that is absolutely quiet on release.
The new hard-coat-anodized Trinity
Cam, a 60 to 65 percent let-off
hybrid-cam rockets arrows to 325 to
335 fps IBO (to 375 fps using HCA 5.5
gpi Speed Pro Max arrows), while
also proving smooth and forgiving.
Winner’s Choice strings and cables
are standard, plus 13-inch Barnsdale
limbs are held parallel in XCR5
“Super” Carbon Graphite or 6061 T6
aluminum risers.  The bow also
includes a hard-coat anodized Roller
Guard to carry buss cables silently
and without wear and Bow Jax
silencers on limbs and string.  The 31
1/2-inch bow includes a 7 1/2-inch
brace height and weighs 3.4 pounds
with carbon, 4 pounds with alu-
minum riser.        

Richard Batdorf, part owner of
HCA and now the primary bow

Circle 154 on Response Card
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designer, says, “The main things we
are doing for quietness is filling our
limb pockets with a special propri-
etary gel and incorporating Bow Jax
dampening products on all our
bows.  The gel is a secret formula that
automatically drops the decibels by
8 dBs.  BowJax limb and string
silencers are now placed on all our
models as well.  We also do our string
silencers differently.  We place three
speed weights on the string and then
place the string silencers on the buss
cable in front of the weights.  This
boosts the bow’s speed while also
quieting it down.  The bow also
includes a roller guard, which helps
keep cables from slopping around
during the shot.  

“Our exclusive carbon risers also
quiet our bows down.  Carbon has a
lot more vibration-absorbing fea-
tures than aluminum does.  This is
patented technology no one else has.

Our binary-type patented Trinity
Cam with DropStop keeps the string
and cables under incredible tension,
but also includes a rubber cable
stop.  Vibrations are cut off on the
spot and not allowed to go through
riser.  We are also using six-layer
Barnsdale laminated limbs and
Winners Choice strings and cables.  

“Our slogan has been to pick
everything that is the best out there
and incorporate it into our bows;
including strings, limbs and silenc-
ing gear.”  

You might have concerns about
how a featherweight 5.5 grain per
inch Speed Pro Max arrow is going to
affect equipment life.  Batdorf says,
“Our risers are extremely rugged,
allowing us to shoot extremely light
arrows, even from our aluminum-
risered bows, without ill effects.  All
of our models go through extensive
dry-fire tests.  If they can survive
that, they can survive a 5.5 gpi arrow
shot at 375-plus.”    

Hoyt/Reflex
Mike Luper, Director of Sales &

Marketing at

Hoyt, is a good friend.  When I ask
him about new innovations at Hoyt
and Reflex I get the straight dope.  No
hype, no PR exaggerations, just the
facts.  According to Luper Hoyt’s qui-
etest bows 2007 are the Vetrix and 38
Ultra.

The Vetrix is a 33-inch bow (the
Vetrix XL is 36 inches long) bow with
7-inch brace height; essentially last
year’s Trykon made sleeker and
lighter and gaining several silencing
features.  A new Vector Cam & 1/2
system is part of the new package, a
faster yet smoother-drawing hybrid
cam.  The 38 Ultra also carries this
new cam system, with a 7 1/2-inch
brace height and 310 fps IBO rating.
These bows share several new and
proven silencing features for 2007.

In the Reflex line, look to the
Ridgeline for the ultimate in hunting
silence.  Everything is different this
year at Reflex, which means every-
thing has been improved.  For exam-
ple, the new FX Cam & 1/2 is
smoother, faster, and includes a
solid back wall for consistent accura-
cy.  Also, a new Pro Link pocket sys-
tem precisely centers and aligns the

PHOTO LEFT: Hoyt’s Jason Fogg grabbed the new Vetrix
when asked about the company’s quietest model. The total-
ly-redesigned bow is Hoyt’s quietest bow to date.

PHOTO BELOW: Nathan Land is following in his father’s
(Spencer Land) footsteps at High Country Archery. Here he
shows off the new Stilleto 380, one of several extremely
quiet bows in the HCA lineup this year.
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split-limb system.  The Ridgeline
comes in 32- and 34-inch lengths,
both with brace heights of about 7
inches and IBO speeds of around 310
fps.    

Gideon Jolly, Product
Engineering Manager for
Hoyt/Reflex, offers some interesting
insights into bow silence and vibra-
tion control.  “While vibration gener-
ates noise, noise and vibration are
actually on a different spectrum.
Noise is vibration and sound pres-
sure that the human ear can hear,
tested in dBA, or decibels on the A
scale.  Vibrations are felt forces in the
bow handle after the shot; felt in the
hand as vibrations.  This affects the
shooting experience and equipment
life.

“Noise source basically comes
from anything that is loose.  The new
Vector Cam better controls string
tension for less noise.  We also imple-
mented StringShox string silencers,
developed in conjunction with Sims
(Vibration Laboratories).  They pro-
vide the best combination of string
dampening, performance (speed)
and durability.

“A lot of noise oscillation also
comes from forward string travel.
We designed the StealthShot to
address that issue.”  (The StealthShot
String Suppression System is mount-
ed on a carbon rod below the handle.
The rubber “clam-shell” bumper sit-
uated on the rod end captures and
suppresses the string as it reaches
the brace height after release, the
rubber “clam-shell” bumper wrap-
ping around the string as it arrives,
temporarily surrounding it in vibra-
tion-dampening rubber).  “After
release the StealthShot grabs the
string, reducing shot noise up to 70
percent on that first hit alone.  After
that the string rebounds and is cap-
tured about every other hit.  A great
deal of vibration energy is absorbed
to reduce the noise you hear.

“On a more fundamental level,
the Tec web riser reduces flex.  This
narrows the amount of straight
amplitude, or the amount of vibra-
tion transferred through the handle
that you can feel.  Also, parallel
limbs, instead of transferring energy
forward, dissipate it in equal and

opposite directions to minimize the
amount of time the limbs spend res-
onating.  

“Our newest bows also imple-
ment two RizerShox, which create
dead mass weight dampening.
Developed with Sims, they absorb
vibrations in all three directions and
are quite significant in the decay of
noise and vibrations during the first
three amplitude cycles.  After that
dampening accessories take over.
For example; 60 percent of vibra-
tions are absorbed during the first
three cycles, say 15 percent of this
through the RizerShox, the rest
absorbed by accessories like
LimbSavers.”                

Martin Archery
Martin’s Assistant General

Manager and Pro Staff Coordinator,
Jake Richmond, choose the Martin
Bengal 310 and Pantera 37 from a
line of quiet hunting bows as the
very quietest.  Interestingly the
Bengal is one of the least expensive
full-featured bows in the vast Martin
lineup, made
possible through
a new modular
riser configura-
tion.  It includes
M-Pro single-
cam system, 32-
inch axle-to-axle
specs and 7-inch
brace height to
produce IBO
speeds to 310
fps.  The Pantera
is a 35-inch bow
with like mea-
surements, IBO
speeds and sin-
gle-cam system,
but retailing for
about $80 more.  

Martin’s Joel
Clark says “In
2007 Martin
Archery intro-
duced a bow line
utilizing new
t e c h n o l o g i e s
and the indus-
try’s finest mate-
rials to push the
envelope of

•
 •
  •
 •
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Circle 121 on Response Card

Martin’s
quiet new
2007
Pantera 
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sound and vibration elimination.
Examples of this workmanship can
easily be seen in models such as the
Pantera and Bengal.  This year we
unveiled our newest single-cam sys-
tem, called the M-pro cam, which
has proven to be the smoothest and
most even draw force curve on the
market.  Combining the M-pro Cam
system with parallel limbs, Solid 7
alignment system, the rigid and
durable modular machined riser
design and factory-installed vibra-
tion dampeners leave you with one
of the quietest, shock-free com-
pound bows ever produced, at a
price that anyone can afford.”

Specific silencing features
include Vibration Escape Chambers
milled into the riser and holding
dampening rubber modules,
Insulated Thermal Grip made of
vibration-absorbing rubber and
Teflon-infused cable guard.

Mathews
Just when you think Mathews

has reached the limit of its contin-
ued innovation, they pull another

rabbit out of the hat – or just as often
several rabbits.  For the past several
years silence has been at the fore-
front of this innovation.  The all-new
Drenalin is a prime example, taking
Mathews’ legendary bowhunting
silence to new levels.  

The 3.85-pound, 33-inch bow
includes a 7-inch brace height and
an very respectable 320 fps IBO
speed rating.  It includes a new
Straightline Perimeter Weighted
Drenalin Cam powerhouse, a refine-
ment to a fast and smooth-drawing
single-cam system seen in models
such as past year’s Switchback.

Joel Maxfield, VP Marketing &
Promotions for Mathews says, “It has
been real important in the develop-
ment of Mathews technology that
our bows are quiet first, but also
smooth and have respectable speed.
This is all part of the engineering
process.  It’s really surprising where
some vibrations and noise come
from.  Matt (McPherson) spends a
lot of time finding those spots and
working to reduce noise and vibra-
tions to make bows quieter.   

“When it comes to the silence of
the Drenalin the dampers built into
in the riser, Roller
Guard and String
Suppressor arms are

unique features not found on other
bows.  Those Harmonic Dampers
help considerably with shot noise.
Of course, parallel limbs are quite a
bit quieter than traditional limb
angles, as well as the String
Suppressor themselves, which make
it possible to hunt without string
silencers, which can rob arrow speed
— though most people use them
(string silencers) anyway.  

“Our new SphereLock limb
pocket with TurretLock pivot points
and the lighter, narrower SE3 limbs
don’t necessarily contribute to the
Drenalin’s overall quietness on their
own, but certainly make the bow
much lighter.  The trick of the new
pocket and limb technology is that in
the past if we’d built a bow this light
it would most certainly have pro-
duced more vibration and noise.
The new limb and pocket technology
has allowed us to build a lightweight
and fast bow that is also extremely
quiet.”    

Parker Compound Bows
While at the most recent ATA

Show, Johnny Grace, Vice President
of Parker, showed me the Legend XP,

The riser mounted Harmonic Dampers
and the String Suppressors that extend
from the limb tip are two of the ways
Mathews keeps the Drenalin quiet.

Parker’s Vice President, Johnny Grace, was quick to point
out all the new features and special attention that went into
making the new Legend XP super quiet.
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calling it the quietest bow in the line.
This 3.5-pound, 30 1/2-inch axle-to-
axle model is not the fastest bow in
the line, at 288 fps IBO, but is
extremely forgiving and as quiet as
they come.  This is no surprise, as
Parker has long placed a heavy
emphasis on a high degree of
shootability rather than raw speed.
The bow includes a newly-designed
EZ Cam 80-percent let-off single-
cam system built to draw and let-
down silky smooth.  That’s a huge
advantage in real bowhunting situa-
tions.  It also has a forgiving 8-inch
brace height.

XP stands for Xtreme Parallel,
the entire system engineered to opti-
mize limb pocket angle, limb design
and cam design.  Bob Peck, Director
of Marketing for Parker, elaborates;
“We decided to get with the times
and redesigned our newest models
to include parallel limbs.  This was
not just a sales scheme.  We redid the
extrusions of the limb, completely
redesigned the riser and limb pock-
ets to all work together.  These
refinements are what make the
Legend XP – and the entire XP line —
immediately quiet.  While the
Legend is certainly our quietest bow,
it’s not a speed demon.  We did

redesign the EZ-Draw Cam to get a
bit more performance, but also to
help it work better with the new limb
design.  It doesn’t have as aggressive
a draw force curve.  It’s smooth
throughout the draw curve, the com-
bination of the cam design and new
limb making it shoot better than
anything before.  This bow is made
for Joe Bowhunter, which I consider
myself.  When you’re at full draw and
need to let down, this particular bow
is as nice going down as it is going
up.  For bowhunting it’s the best cam
I’ve ever shot.”  

PSE Archery
PSE’s X Force HF holds the most

advanced compound-bow limb
technology to appear in decades, so
much in fact that it proved the talk of
the most recent ATA Show.  This is a
350 fps unit that is also extremely
quiet; and yes you read right – 350
fps.  Impossible you say?  Incredible
but true; this is a smoking-fast bow
that is amazingly soft-shooting and
quiet.  The 33-
inch bow derives
its speed from
the all-new
Hybrid Fast Cam
and 6-inch brace

height.  
“The X Force (HF) is the quietest

bow we have in the PSE line, without
a doubt,” says Blake Shelby,
Marketing Director of the company.
“It includes limbs that are well past
parallel.  As a matter of fact, the
limbs never reach parallel during the
shot cycle.  It is only one thing that
makes that bow so quiet, but is high-
ly significant.  The design allows for a
faster recovery time on the limbs
than any bow we have ever designed.
High-speed cameras show that after
release the limbs hit parallel and
then stop dead.  Recovery time – set-
tling time — on those limbs is simply
incredible.

“The X Force also has five incor-
porated dampeners built right in.” 

Ross Archery
While a relative newcomer to the

industry, Ross has made inroads
with quality bows and top-notch
customer service.  Ross is the rare
company that made bowhunting

Circle 250 on Response Card

Ross Archery representative Kris Rudder poses with the compa-
ny’s newest, fastest, and also quietest bow model, the Cardiac.
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silence top priority in beginning bow
models, though the new Cardiac,
muscled by precision matched cam
and idler with sealed bearings, has
emerged as the fastest Ross bow to
date, at 320 fps IBO.  The 33-inch
bow includes a 7-inch brace height.    

Doug Hutchison, Ross’ Director
of Operations and primary bow
designer reveals some of the compa-
ny’s secrets for keeping that top
model quiet as a church mouse on
release.  “Quiet bows have always
been one of our main goals here at
Ross Archery.  There are several fac-
tors that go into making a quiet bow,
with limb angle being very impor-
tant.  The Cardiac’s limbs are held in
a parallel attitude to help eliminate
vibration that can result in more shot
noise.

“Another key factor is the riser

design.  Without a stiff riser you will
have vibration that lends to shot
noise.  We make our from 100-per-
cent machined 6061 T6 aluminum to
exacting tolerances.  

“An often overlooked aspect to
shot noise is the type of string mate-
rial used.  We have Winners Choice
build our strings and cables out of
8125 material.  This might not be the
fastest material on the market, but
we are willing to sacrifice a little
speed to get a softer and quieter
shot.  

“The final touch is that we incor-
porate our new Flatline Anti-
Vibration System.  This was designed
specifically for the Ross line of bows
to help tame noise from the limb,
cable guard and string areas, in addi-
tion to a lower string stop bumper to
capture the string after release and
stop vibrations on the spot.  Offered
standard on our Cardiac is the new
Silent Shot System (S3) that takes
quiet to a whole new level, made of
material that dampens a wider range

of vibration frequencies than similar
products.”  

Whisper Creek Archery
Brian Holt is head of marketing

at Whisper Creek, a company that
has hung an entire company name
on bowhunting silence.  Whisper
Creek has been about making com-
pounds quieter from its conception,
the Innovator Pro a culmination of
all the technology the company has
assembled to date.  Holt calls this 31-
inch head-turner with 7-inch brace
height and 310 IBO speeds the com-
pany’s quietest.  Whisper Creek sup-
plies decibel levels as part of their
bow specs, and this bow includes the
lowest ratings of any model in the
line, at 65 dB (75 dBis  the highest
number given to any model).

“One of the biggest things that
makes this bow so quiet is our
HyperSuspension technology,” says
Holt.  “We like to say it allows each
axle to work like the suspension of a
4WD vehicle.  This acts to dissipate
impact, noise and vibrations instan-
taneously by allowing the axles to
move independently but remain in
control inside the limb.  One of the
other big ones is our WhisperGrip
idler.  It’s infused with bow-damp
material.  This not only keeps the
idler wheel locked to the string,
allowing no slippage and loss of
energy, but drastically reduces noise
vibrations.  

“We have also included bow-
damp material in our limb pockets
to act like the material in our sus-
pension system.  BowActuators
between the riser and limbs act like
shock absorbers.  Instead of vibra-
tions traveling through the entire
bow, the actuators absorb it and stop
it right in that material.  Our roller
guard cable guard also helps to
release the tension on the cable
material during the shot in a more
natural motion, allow a natural fol-
low-through to reduce vibration.
And four Sims String Leeches are
added to the string and cables at the
factory.  

“In a nutshell, our company tag
line says it all; “We’re so quiet, we’re
making all the noise.”Whisper Creek representative Mark Williams poses with the company’s new Innovator

Pro, which is the quietest bow in a notably quiet line.




